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Abstract
Efficient charge transport has been observed in iodide-based room temperature ionic liquids
when doped with iodine. In order to investigate preferred pathways for the iodide (I " )-totriiodide (I#" ) exchange reaction, and to clarify the origin of this high ionic conductivity, we
have conducted electronic structure calculations in the crystal state of 1-butyl-3methylimidazolium iodide ([BMIM][I]). Energy barriers for the different stages of the iodineswapping process, including the reorientation of the I " ⋯ I#" moiety, were determined from
minimum energy paths as a function of a reaction coordinate. Hirshfeld charges and structural
parameters, such as bond lengths and angles, were monitored during the reaction. Several
bond-exchange events were observed with energy barriers ranging from 0.17 to 0.48 eV and
coinciding with the formation of a twisted I " ⋯ I#" complex. Striking similarities were
observed in the mechanics and energetics of this charge-transfer process in relation to solidstate superionic conductors.
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Introduction
Room-temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) are low-volatility molten salts composed of
molecular cations and anions that have, by definition, a melting point below 100oC.1 They
exhibit chemical, rheological and electrical properties that render them versatile alternatives
to conventional solvent-based systems. Applications of RTIL range from electrolytes for
solar cells2, fuel cells,3 supercapacitors and batteries,4 to lubricants and heat-transfer fluids5,
and solvents for green synthesis and catalysis.6 In particular, high ionic conductivity is an
important property, exploited in dye-sensitised solar cells (DSSCs), so that some form of
redox electrolyte (usually I " /I#" in an organic solvent) allows continual replenishment of
charge according to the following mechanism:7 the electron-hole can transfer from the dye to
the electrolyte, while electrons injected into the semiconductor move through it into the
external circuit, until these charge carriers recombine at the cathode, closing the circuit.
Indeed, being able to extend the DSSC lifecycle almost indefinitely through the replacement
of a volatile electrolyte solution with a low-volatility solvent, usually an iodide-based RTIL,
offers much promise.8-10
The remarkably efficient charge transport - perhaps unexpectedly so when compared to
similarly viscous systems - observed upon iodine addition to iodide-based ionic liquids,11-17
appears to be based on a bond-exchange process17 that in many ways resembles the Grotthuss
mechanism for protons diffusion in water.18 This mechanism has even been suggested to
rationalise the large electrical conductivity of molten polyiodides,19,20 although this
interpretation is still inconclusive. Wachter et al. have found evidence for such non-Stokesian
behaviour

in

charge transport

in

binary blends

of

1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium

tetrafluoroborate ([EMIM][BF4]) and 1-methyl-3-propylimidazolium iodide ([MPIM][I]),21
whilst Bentley et al. determined charge transfer in 1‑ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
bis(trifluoromethanesulphonyl)imide ([C2MIM][NTf2]) in a manner consistent with a
Grotthuss-type bond-exchange reaction.22
In any event, establishing the mechanism and energetics of the I " /I#" charge-transfer
process in a solid state RTIL (in which iodine anions couple and swap between I " and I#" in a
background provided by the cations lattice) remains an open question, not of impractical
significance in the wider context of solid-state RTIL electrolytes for DSSCs.8 It is also a
computationally feasible first step towards understanding charge transport in disordered,
liquid or glassy, iodide-based RTIL.
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Here, using state-of-the-art electronic structure calculations, we elucidate charge-transfer
pathways in a representative RTIL crystal, composed of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium iodide
([BMIM][I]), with added iodine. In so doing, we establish a transport mechanism which is
reminiscent, in terms of energetics, of that observed in solid-state superionic conductors.23
Methodology
A sample of 32 ion pairs of [BMIM][I] was constructed by replicating the unit cell of the
crystal in a 2x2x2 supercell, yielding 832 atoms. An extra (nominally electroneutral) iodine I2
molecule was added adjacent to an iodide (I " ) anion, to form a triiodide ion (I#" ). This
facilitates ‘swapping’ and the development of I " /I#" exchange in the crystal state, including
the reorientation of the I " ⋯ I#" moiety. The addition of I2 resulted in an electroneutral
orthorhombic simulation box containing 834 atoms, subject to periodic boundary conditions
(PBC), with lattice parameters equal to 16.561, 21.577 and 23.997 Å corresponding to
atmospheric pressure.24 Six distinct I2-placement strategies (near a selected I " ) were
considered with different orientational configurations of the resultant I#" , corresponding to
energetically feasible states that would result from I " ⋯ I#" bond-exchanges. These
configurations are available in the Supplementary Information. Initial energy-minimisation
relaxation on these candidate structures was performed with the molecular-mechanics (MM)
forcefield of Canongia Lopes et al. for [BMIM] cations,25 whilst iodide ions were treated
using a charge of −1𝑒, and Lennard-Jones 12-6 parameters of 0.07 kcal/mol and 5.4 Å. The
charge on the triiodide ion was equally distributed among the three atoms, which thus carried
*

− # 𝑒 each, while Lennard-Jones parameters were the same as those for iodide. The Ewald
method was used to handle long-range electrostatic interactions subject to periodic boundary
conditions,26 and a cut-off of 8 Å was applied to all real-space interactions. MM energyminimisations were performed with the LAMMPS code. It was found that all six structures
and I " ⋯ I#" configurations remained stable during minimisation.
Following reassuring molecular-mechanics (MM) findings of structural stability, Density
Functional Theory (DFT) calculations under PBC, as implemented in the CP2K27 package,
were used to confirm the stability of these same six systems. The DFT calculations employed
the generalised gradient approximation in the PBE28 flavour of the exchange-correlation
functional, supplemented with Grimme’s D2 dispersion correction.29,30 All the electrons, core
and valence, were treated explicitly, with the Kohn-Sham orbitals expanded in a 6-31G*
basis set,. The electronic density was expanded in plane waves using a 350 Ry cut-off.
3

Geometry optimisation was first performed on all six MM-relaxed structures (with supercell
volume constant), and little change in overall configuration and I " ⋯ I#" placement was
observed, leading to confidence in the consistency of MM and DFT relaxation. To check for
pressure-effects and box dilation, we also performed whole-box volume-optimisation for
selected configurations imposing a pressure of 1 bar. For the strict [BMIM][I] form without
added iodine (consisting of 832 atoms), the volume was 5.47 % smaller than the experimental
value, without any substantial change in the configuration. The importance of the dispersion
correction can be judged by an overestimation of the volume by 16.7 % when only PBE was
used. A similar behaviour of functionals for ionic liquid crystals had already been reported
for a family of related systems.31 The volume underestimation of the dispersion-corrected
PBE should be partially compensated by thermal expansion, since experimental data
corresponds to a temperature of 93 K,24 while calculations were performed at T=0 K. When
optimizing the volume with the inclusion of the iodine molecule, the volume increased by
less than 2 %. In any case, this cell relaxation did not change the configurations appreciably,
and left the I " ⋯ I#" arrangements practically intact. Based on this analysis, we are confident
that the crystal-phase density is reasonable for the current purposes, and not too different
from that of the (viscous) liquid state of [BMIM][I].32
We then evaluated energetic pathways to move, in a concatenated manner, between the six
different I " ⋯ I#" bond-exchange states using the Nudged Elastic Band approach.33 The paths
joining consecutive pairs of states were sampled using tens of intermediate steps, each of
which underwent a full geometry optimization. This procedure gave rise to a minimum
energy reaction-profile segmented into several windows, which allowed for the location of
transition states, as well as for the estimation of energy barriers for each step along the
pathway.
Results and Discussion
Fig. 1 shows, schematically, the I " ⋯ I#" bond-exchange process. Note that the approach of
the I " (4) need not be ‘head-on’ (i.e., collinear vis-à-vis the 2-3 vector), nor indeed the
departure of the leaving I " (1). In fact, it is generally not so in the condensed phase, especially
in the crystalline environment. In order to characterize the exchange process, we defined a
reaction coordinate ξ = d21 – d43, which, in practice, is the difference in bond-length between
the breaking (1-2) and the nascent (3-4) I-I chemical bonds. Note that this does not depend on
a collinear ‘line-up’ of all four ions, so it is therefore suitable to capture curvature effects in
4

the non-collinear arrangement of the I " ⋯ I#" moiety, that appears almost inevitably in the
crystal state. In Fig. S1 (cf. Supplementary Information) we report a gas-phase study of the
potential energy surface of the I " ⋯ I#" subsystem as a function of ξ, for various d41
separations, via DFT single-point calculations. In this case, we enforce a collinear
arrangement, as the ‘head-on’ approach of 4 and departure of 1 is preferred in vacuo. We see
that when d41 is less than, or up to, ~10.5 Å, a single energy minimum is evident for ξ = 0
(i.e., d43 = d21), and a symmetric I+," complex is formed. However, not unexpectedly, once d41
exceeds ~10.5 Å (of the order of three times the elemental van der Waals diameter of ~3.96
Å34), two minima develop, one for I " ⋯ I#" and other for I#" ⋯ I " , corresponding to the
approach of I " (4) and departure of I " (1), respectively. Due to electrostatic repulsion, the
overall energy decreases as d41 increases, and the distance between I " and I#" grows, such that
by d41 = ~11.5 Å, the two-state minima are lower in energy than the single-state (equallyspaced) minimum at d41 ~10 Å.
Having reviewed the relatively straightforward case of the gas-phase energy landscape, we
present energies for traversing the pathways between the six crystal states in Fig. 2. We
traverse a full cycle from, and back to state 1 – with energy set at zero for configuration ‘a’
on the left. The first activated event corresponds to a reorientation of I#" (first upper panel),
with an energy barrier ΔE1 of 0.39 eV. The bottom panel, labelled as “Reorientation 1”,
shows the system’s energy as a function of the I#" angular displacement, a, measured with
respect to its initial orientation (a). As the internal structure of I#" does not change during the
reorientation, the energy barrier stems from the reorganization of the crystal lattice. The next
step along the pathway is a non-collinear bond exchange (second panel), with a barrier ΔE3 of
0.48 eV. Note that the reverse exchange shows a significantly lower barrier, ΔE4 = 0.31 eV,
due to the anisotropy of the crystal environment. After this bond exchange, a more
favourable, energy-relaxing reorientation 2 occurs (third panel), followed by a second and a
third exchange event (fourth and fifth panels) with barriers of ΔE7 = 0.26 eV and ΔE9 = 0.17
eV for the forward process, and slightly larger values for the reverse exchanges (ΔE8 = 0.30
eV and ΔE10 = 0.27 eV). Clearly, the rate-determining step is the first exchange in the
somewhat awkward orientational geometry, where ΔE3 is 0.48 eV, while the last two, less
energetic, exchanges depict more symmetric and collinear transition states.
Given the importance of crystal-state orientations, we studied the angle of departure of
I " (1), β (relative to the vector 2-3), in further detail. In Fig. 3, we present the energy as a
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function of β along each of the three exchange paths. It is evident that the stable state at the
end of the first reorientation, and before the first exchange, has the most ‘twisted’ and noncollinear arrangement of the four ions, with the highest relative energy amongst the stable
configurations, and the highest barrier ΔE3 in Fig. 2. This is reflected in the largest value of β
experienced along the first exchange pathway in Fig. 3 (almost 60° at the transition state,
TS). The lower-energy, more geometrically-relaxed exchanges 2 and 3 (cf. Fig. 2) manifest
themselves in lower β values along the corresponding exchange pathways in Fig. 3 (with
respective at-TS β maxima of 20 and 31°). In other words, steric constraints in the crystalline
environment that enforce unnatural orientations of the I " ⋯ I#" moiety, lead to higher energy
minima and barriers. It is therefore expected that the less constrained geometries in the liquid
phase lead to lower diffusion barriers and higher conductivities.
Consideration of the charge evolution during reorientation and bond exchange is a matter of
importance, and is rather instructive and revealing. To this end, we computed Hirshfeld
charges35 on the iodine ions during the reorientation and bond-exchange pathways (cf. Fig.
4). For reorientations, the central atom in the triiodide atom retains a charge of essentially
*

− # 𝑒. In the first reorientation the outer atoms are almost a ‘mirror image’ of each other, as
they swap electron density during the subsequent ‘priming’ for bond exchange. The second
(downhill) reorientation does not experience any major charge redistributions. Interestingly,
the overall charge on the nominally -1e charged I#" is close to -1.4e. Since elemental iodine is
more electronegative than C, N or H atoms in [BMIM], the typical anionic charges on
triiodide are somewhat greater than 1e in magnitude due to polarization and charge transfer
effects (on the average such effects seem to be slightly smaller on individual iodide anions
and [BMIM] cations), with system electroneutrality maintained automatically by PBC-based
DFT.27 For all three bond-exchange events, similar, not-unexpected trends are seen (cf. Fig.
4): the approaching I " ion gradually reduces its negative charge from (almost) -1 towards
around -0.6e as it becomes incorporated into the I#" moiety, whilst the simultaneouslydeparting iodine anion (I#" → I " ) increases its negative-charge magnitude from that level
towards –1e again, in a ‘mirror-image’ fashion. In addition, the central two atoms in the
I " ⋯ I#" moiety transfer charge between themselves in the same symmetric vein, by and large,
during each of the three bond-exchange processes, as they shift ‘personality’ from the outer
ion in contact with the approaching I " ion (with charge of ~-0.4 to -0.5 e) to becoming the
*

middle triiodide atom (with charge around − # 𝑒).
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Taking into consideration the observed behaviour of the mechanistic steps underpinning
reorientation and bond exchange, a consistent picture of charge transfer emerges. The ion‘hopping’ cycle is not unlike the Grotthuss mechanism prevalent in the liquid state, except
this typically has rate-limiting energy barriers of ~0.2 to 0.3 eV.12-17 The present ratedetermining barrier ΔE3 of ~0.5 eV (cf. Fig. 2) during the first bond-exchange process is
much more similar to those seen in solid-state superionic conductors, e.g., a barrier of ~0.40.5 eV for Li-ion diffusivity in sulphide-based solid-state superionic conductors like
Li10GeP2S12, and related crystals.23 However, we have also found bond-exchange barriers as
low as 0.17 eV, whenever the [BMIM][I] lattice favours the formation of a relatively linear
and relaxed transition state. Moreover, Grotthuss-like steps are not the entire story. In
between those, the triiodide has to reposition itself for the next bond-exchange, and this is
achieved by means of Stokes-like diffusive steps that exhibit lower barriers, more akin to
those observed in liquid/glassy RTIL samples.
Conclusions
Energetically- and structurally- feasible pathways for I " /I#" exchange in the crystal state of
[BMIM][I] have been identified. The energy barriers for each part of the iodine-swapping
process, including reorientation of the I " ⋯ I#" moiety, were determined from paths as a
function of a reaction coordinate ξ, as well as the evolution of Hirshfeld charges. Energy
barriers ranging from 0.17 eV to 0.48 eV were observed, which are similar to those of ion
diffusion in solid-state superionic conductors. The overall bond-exchange process resembles
a Grotthuss-like transport mechanism. In this work we have computed the minimum energy
profile following a specific sequence (path) of stable configurations of the triiodide. This path
is not unique. There are other possible sequences that will also transfer the I#" species across
the unit cell, and the possibility that there are other paths with lower barriers is not excluded.
Our choice, however, was based on joining the configurations that seemed more amenable to
facile I#" transfer.
Clearly, the simulation of this process at finite (perhaps elevated) temperatures would be of
interest for a variety of applications, such as solid-state RTIL electrolytes for DSSCs,8 and for
simulation-led, predictive design of optimal RTIL-based electrolytes. In view of the large
energy barriers determined here, biased ab initio molecular-dynamics methods would be
required for this. The molecular simulation of liquid-state I " /I#" exchange is an altogether
more challenging prospect: although the energy barriers are likely to be lower, in the general
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~0.2-0.3 V region,12-17 it would be beneficial to use QM/MM or reactive-forcefield
approaches to sample properly that panoply of different nuclear configurations in the liquid
phase. Such a project remains a goal for the future, in our effort to realise simulation-led
design of optimally-conducting electrolytes.

Supporting Information
Six distinct configurations, each with the I3- molecule adopting a different orientation, used
as initial/final state in the five concatenated NEB calculations of Figure 2. We also provide
the full set of atomic coordinates for each of the five NEB windows. Details of gas-phase
energies of the I-····I3- moiety as a function of separation, as well as that in the crystal state.
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Figure list
1.

Schematic depiction of the I" ⋯ I#" moiety’s (of length d41) bond-exchange process, with
the incoming I" labelled as ‘4’, with ‘1’ as the departing one afterwards. Note that the
approach of the I" (4) need not be ‘head-on’, nor indeed the departure of 1 (i.e., collinear
vis-à-vis the 2-3 vector): it is generally not so in the [BMIM][I] crystal phase.

2.

Configurations (upper panels) and energies (bottom panels) along the pathways
connecting six crystal states, in terms of a full cycle from, and back to, state 1. Energy set
at zero for configuration ‘a’ on the left. The reaction coordinate for reorientations is the
angular displacement of I#" , a, measured with respect to its initial orientation. For
exchange processes the reaction coordinate is ξ = d21 – d43, as defined in the text.
Configurations: a = initial state for forward reaction; b = transition state; c = final state.
Note there is naturally an angular I- approach/departure due to the symmetry of the
[BMIM] crystal lattice. Full set of atomic coordinates provided as supplementary material.

3.

Energies along the pathways for the three bond-exchange processes, in terms of the angle
β defined in the inset. I" (4) is the approaching iodine, I" (1) the leaving one.

The

configurations of the I" ⋯ I#" complex correspond to the transition state. The greater energy
barrier of the first exchange process (evident in Fig. 2) results in a more ‘twisted’ bondexchange configuration (in relation to exchanges 2 & 3) and larger value of β experienced
along this pathway (almost 60° at the TS).
4.

Evolution of Hirshfeld charges (in e units) on the iodine atoms during the reorientation and
bond-exchange pathways. Note the ‘mirror-image’ symmetry for the outer atoms as they
shift ‘personality’ upon the approach/departure of a (soon-to-become) iodide ion, as well
as the parallel inversion symmetry between the entering and leaving (soon-to-become)
iodide ions themselves. Atoms labels as in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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